As promising thin film write head candidates for ultrahigh density/data-rate magnetic recording, iron-based nitride multilayers 1-4 and sandwich structures [5] [6] [7] have attracted much attention recently. In our previous work 8 we have observed that, the direction of easy axis switches 90°when the film is thick enough in single-layered FeTaN films, and have seen an evolution of in-plane magnetic anisotropy in ͓FeTaN/TaN͔ n multilayers. For a better understanding of the underlying mechanism of the evolution of in-plane magnetic anisotropy, we examine sandwich layers existing of two ferromagnetic layers separated by one nonmagnetic interlayer only, instead of larger multilayer structures. In this article, we report our results on the evolution of the in-plane anisotropy in FeTaN/TaN/FeTaN sandwich films. Our work may shed light on the mechanism of in-plane anisotropy evolution in these sandwiches.
FeTaN/TaN/FeTaN sandwich films, FeTaN/TaN bilayers ͑TaN is capping layer͒, and TaN/FeTaN bilayers ͑TaN is buffer layer͒ were synthesized by using reactive rf magnetron sputtering on Si substrates. The description of the experiments may be found in our previous work. 8, 9 In the series of thin films, the thickness of FeTaN layers was kept at 30Ϯ3 nm, while the thickness of TaN layers, t TaN , was varied from 0.0 to 50 nm. We characterized the as-deposited samples using an angle-resolved M -H loop tracer, vibrating-sample magnetometry ͑VSM͒, x-ray diffraction ͑XRD͒, transmission electron microscopy ͑TEM͒, Auger electron spectroscopy ͑AES͒, and atomic force microscopy ͑AFM͒ to study their magnetic properties, crystalline structures, microstructures, and surface morphologies. To reveal the magnetic anisotropy of the films, we studied the evolution of M -H hysteresis loops as a function of the applied field angle using the M -H loop tracer under the maximum field of 50 Oe. The angle is the angle between the directions of the applied magnetic field Ȟ m for the M-H loop measurement and the aligning magnetic field Ȟ al applied during film deposition. Each sample was measured under varied angle from 0°to 360°, at 15°intervals. Out-of-plane magnetic hysteresis loops were measured by VSM under the maximum field of 14 000 Oe.
The AES depth profile of the samples indicates the sandwich structures of the films. After comparing the in-plane and out-of-plane M -H loops of the samples we conclude that there is no perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in all of the films, which is expected because the demagnetizing fields of the thin-film geometry effectively force magnetization to lie in the film plane. However, the angle dependence of inplane coercivity of the samples showed an evolution of inplane anisotropy for the FeTaN/TaN/FeTaN sandwich films. Figure 1 shows the polar plots of coercivities as a function of the applied field angle for the sandwiches. When t TaN ϭ0.0 and 1.0 nm, there was uniaxial anisotropy along the direction of Ȟ al (ϭ0°). This is due to the magnetic field induced anisotropy. When t TaN ϭ2.0 nm, the easy axis switched 90°and was along the direction of ϭ90°. again and was along the direction of ϭ0°. When t TaN ϭ6.0 nm, the in-plane anisotropy almost disappeared, it was close to isotropy. When t TaN ϭ7.0 nm, biaxial anisotropy appeared, there were two easy axes along the direction of ϭ0°and ϭ90°, respectively. When t TaN ϭ10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 nm, the films had biaxial anisotropy also. We suggest that the evolution of in-plane anisotropy is caused by the combination of three effects, which are interlayer magnetic coupling, stress and interface roughness, respectively. Figure 2 shows the hysteresis loops of the FeTaN/TaN/ FeTaN sandwich films at the angle of ϭ0°and ϭ90°, respectively, where t TaN changed from 0.0 to 50 nm. When t TaN ϭ0.0 and 1.0 nm, there were no steps in the two hysteresis loops M H(ϭ0°) and M H(ϭ90°) when applied field H was close to the coercivity H c . In this case, there is only ferromagnetic coupling between the two FeTaN layers. When t TaN was between 2.0 n and 7.0 nm, there were no steps in the hysteresis loops M H(ϭ0°), but there was a step in the hysteresis loops M H(ϭ90°). The sharpest step was in the case of t TaN ϭ3.0 nm. This behavior of the magnetization is ascribed to a combination of antiferromagnetic and magnetostatic coupling between the two FeTaN layers. Due to the partial antiferromagnetic coupling between the two FeTaN layers, the two FeTaN layers' magnetizations do not reverse simultaneously during the reversed magnetic field process at ϭ90°. This would occur as one of the layers abruptly reverses as the field is decreased due to this coupling, whereas it takes more energy to reverse the second layer. When t TaN ϭ3.0 nm, there is the strongest antiferromagnetic coupling between the two FeTaN layers. When t TaN was between 10 and 50 nm, there were no steps in the two hysteresis loops M H(ϭ0°) and M H(ϭ90°) and the two loops were almost identical. This indicates that there is only magnetostatic coupling between the two FeTaN layers with the increasing of the spacer-layer thickness. The changing of interlayer magnetic coupling with t TaN is consistent with the changing of coercivities with t TaN ͓see Fig. 3͑a͔͒ . Figure 3͑a͒ shows two coercivities H c (ϭ0°) and H c (ϭ90°) as a function of t TaN . Both the two coercivities H c (ϭ0°) and H c (ϭ90°) decreased with t TaN increasing. The decreasing coercivities were due to the reduction of domain-wall energy caused by the magnetostatic coupling between the two FeTaN layers through interlayer TaN.
1, [10] [11] [12] [13] Interlayer magnetic coupling will cause the evolution of the in-plane anisotropy in the sandwiches. We call such anisotropy an interlayer coupling anisotropy, which includes exchange anisotropy and magnetostatic anisotropy.
As revealed by XRD the dominating crystalline component of the FeTaN layer in the sandwiches is nanosized crystalline grains of bcc a-Fe, which show only ͑110͒ peaks in the XRD patterns. We derived the interplanar spacing of the ͑110͒ planes, d (110) , from the XRD data. With t TaN increasing from 0.0 to 50 nm, the corresponding d therefore resulting in a change of stress anisotropy in the sandwich films. This effect in turn could cause the evolution of the in-plane anisotropy. Stress anisotropy can cause easyhard axis switching in the thin films.
14 Interlayer coupling and stress anisotropies may be the major reasons to cause the easy-hard axis switching in the sandwiches.
To study the interface roughness effect on the in-plane anisotropy of the sandwiches, the surface morphology of the FeTaN/TaN bilayers was measured by AFM. The root mean square roughness R q of the bilayers decreased a little with the t TaN increasing ͓Fig. 3͑c͔͒. The roughness varies from 0.46 to 0.32 nm, or a grant total of 0.14 nm. This change is small. This is confirmed by the low magnification TEM cross-sectional images of ͓FeTaN/TaN͔ 5 multilayers. 15 The images reveal uniform thicknesses for each single layer and very flat interfaces between FeTaN and TaN layers. Subsequently, H c (ϭ0°) and H c (ϭ90°) do not vary significantly by changing t TaN for both kind of FeTaN/TaN and TaN/FeTaN bilayers. However, each type of FeTaN/TaN and TaN/FeTaN bilayers has different shapes of H c () polar plots although both do not vary with t TaN . Notice that the H c () polar plots for FeTaN/TaN bilayers are all horizontal ellipse-like ͑the horizontal axis is larger than the vertical axis͒ while TaN/FeTaN bilayers are all horizontal dumbbelllike. Similarly, the strength of in-plane uniaxial anisotropy along the direction of Ȟ al (ϭ0°) is almost constant as well with different t TaN for each type of bilayers. Usually, the TaN/FeTaN bilayers have stronger uniaxial anisotropy than that of the FeTaN/TaN bilayers. According to the above information we may infer that interface anisotropy changed insignificantly by varying t TaN and its contribution to the evolution of the in-plane anisotropy in the sandwiches is sufficiently small. On the other hand, when t TaN is between 10 and 50 nm, there is only magnetostatic coupling between the two FeTaN layers, and the magnetostatic coupling will cause magnetostatic anisotropy in the sandwiches. We suggest that magnetostatic anisotropy may be the dominant reason to cause biaxial anisotropy in the sandwiches.
In conclusion, the evolution of the in-plane anisotropy with the changing of t TaN in the FeTaN/TaN/FeTaN sandwiches, such as the easy-hard axis switching and the appearance of biaxial anisotropy, was observed. It is ascribed to three possible mechanisms, which are interlayer magnetic coupling, stress, and interface roughness, respectively. Interlayer coupling and stress anisotropies may be the major reasons to cause the easy-hard axis switching in the sandwiches. Whereas, magnetostatic and interface anisotropies may be the major reasons to cause biaxial anisotropy in the sandwiches, in which magnetostatic anisotropy is the dominant one.
